
ALL INDIA BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED 

EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION 
 

CALCUTTA TELEPHONES CIRCLE 
 

Report of the Circle Secretary placed before the Sixth Representative Council at Swami 

Vivekananda Auditorium, Moulali Yuba Kendra, Kolkata on behalf of Circle Executive 

Committee 

 

Dear Comrades, 

 

We have assembled here at Swami Vivekananda Auditorium, Moulali Yuba Kendra, 

Kolkata, to hold our Sixth Circle Conference of Calcutta Telephones Circle of 

AIBSNLEA. The present circle body was formed on 27th August, 2015 at this Hall. 

Following office bearers were elected for Calcutta Telephones Circle. The conference is 

due in the month of August only and in that context we are organising this conference in 

time. 

 
President - Com. Tridip Chakraborty. Vice Presidents - Com. Biswajit Banerjee,  

(Transferred to WB Circle) Com. Sumitra Roy, Com. Mita Guhathakurta. Circle 

Secretary - Com. Prasun Kumar Mukhopadhyay. Asstt. Secretaries - Com. Subhasis 

Mitra, Com. Sumit Ghosh, Com. Ashoke  Kr. Koley Com. Subir Banerjee, Com. Ashoke 

Ghosh. Organising Secretaries - Com. Ajoy Kundu, Com. Ranjan Roy, Com.Aloke Das, 

Com. Sujoy Banerjee, Financial Secretary - Com. Dilip Bhattacharya. Asstt. Fin. 

Secretary - Com. Debabrata Dey. CWC Members - Com. Subhasis Mitra, Com.  

Dhrubojyoti Mukherjee (Submitted resignation after Transferred to NEII Circle) Internal 

Auditor - Com. Tapan Bhattacharjee (Transferred to WB Circle).  

 

At the outset we pay our homage to our departed members, well wishers and colleagues 

who had left us forever within this period. 

 

In this report on behalf of executive committee, I shall try to place a brief account of our 

activities during the last two years for your kind consideration and adoption.We are 

extremely happy that our beloved G.S. & President/CHQ in spite of their busy schedule 

are present here, accepting our invitation. We are also happy that Advisor/CHQ and CS/ 

WB Circle are present amongst us. 

 

This conference we are holding at the very crucial juncture where our pay revision (i.e. 

3rd PRC) also in threat, E2-E3 pay scale not yet obtained. All DPCs are almost 

suspended due to court cases except for the DGM posts and many other cases cadre wise 

are still pending. Kolkata Telephone incurred a loss of 331 Cr in the last financial year 



though this loss is 77 cr less than the previous year. CTD Management always try to 

develop a tree by pouring water from top but cutting from the root. Acute executive 

shortage in the priority fields like external/ Marketing/etc. Management totally failed to 

make rearrangement amongst the executives, as a result those who have continued in a 

post of 8-10-12 years, still continues in those posts. They are only pressurizing our 

members for additional charge and as a result most of our members are working with 2-3-

4 charges but a group of executives are enjoying with minimum work. 

 

The relation with local management with our association is overall good but GM(Fin) is 

Very much reluctant to meet with us to settle the A/c related issues. 

 

Organisation 

 
The Circle is presently functioning with Seven (7) branches. These are South, 

North, Telephone Bhavan, Howrah, Terrette Bazar, Central-I and Central-II. The 

membership position of these branches and quota & Diary position are mentioned in FS 

report but it is alarming that the membership of each branches are decreasing regularly 

due to retirement and new intake is very few. New committee must take some drive to 

include new membership particularly from new TTA to JTO promotees and JAO 

recruitees.  

 

This conference proposes to merge Central-I and Central-II to form one Central Branch 

and also proposes to divide Howrah Branch into two i.e. Howrah & Srirampore 

respectively after proper discussion please. 

 

Subscription 

 

We have cleared quota of 400 members to CHQ upto Dec. 16 and recd. quota 

from CHQ upto July2017. All BS are requested to take their Quota by submitting 

membership deduction list and clearing Circle Quota upto Dec. 2016 manually. 

In some cases particularly in the accounts wing practice of stopping of subscription or not 

giving the donation for non-settlement / delay in settlement of some personal or All India 

issue, must be avoided. Members of all wings should remember that AIBSNLEA is their 

own organisation and not foreign body or parallel management and giving subscription / 

Donation is the primary duty which gives them right for them to raise any point to the 

association. 

We are thankful to the members, well wisher and patrons who have donated for this 

Circle Conference. We extend our gratitude to them. 

 

Meeting 

 
Circle executive meeting were held regularly in the stipulated time and informal 

meetings 



were held in each Thursday in the association office. 

 

 

 

Election 

 
AIBSNLEA with AIGETOA & AITEEA obtained a land sliding victory in this 

Circle. The result was AIBSNLEA-640, SNEA-359, We want to congratulate all 

members and all stake holders for this success but still after election SNEA has been 

given the status of recognized Association and we were given the status of support 

Association only. E-enrollment of membership through our website was introduced by 

this circle which helped us very much in the referendum. 

 

E-Journal 

 

Now E-Journals are being published in website. Thanks to Com. Bhagwan Singh 

& Com. Morodia for their effort. It should be continued. Still we suggest at least once in 

a year one journal is to be published by CHQ for the members with important events and 

facts. 

 

Website 

 

Our Circle website www.aibsnleawb.org is regularly updating, our day to day 

activities, our ACS(HQ) Com. Subhasis Mitra is maintaining the site with full dedication 

& sincerity. The website was rearranged and space was increased. 

 

We are getting regular updated information in our CHQ website 

www.aibsnleachq.in. 

 

Executive diary 

 

Diary amount for the year 2017 was cleared to CHQ. Most of the collections from 

the branches were completed. Rest dues to be collected immediately. Calendar was 

distributed with the diary from the Circle to all members. 

 

Gift (Purse) 

 
This Circle organized CWC meet in Kolkata successfully in August 2015 and 

collected donations & advertisements for fifth Circle Conference. CMD, Dir/CFA, 

GM/SR attended our meeting. To commemorate this function Kolkata circle body took 

one decision to give one Gift  i.e. a leather purse to all our members. It was distributed 

among the members and all appreciated it very much. 

 



 

 

 

Organisational Activities 

 

Regular Meeting regarding organisational activities were conducted at our 

Association Office, 3A, Chowringhee Place, Ranigunj Coal House, 2nd Floor on every 

Thursday evening. CS, President and other office bearers are generally attending on these 

meetings regularly to listen and solve the day to day problems of the members with great  

enthusiasm . 

 

We are allowing our retired friends, AIRBSNLEWA to sit regularly on every 

Wednesday 

and also to CORTO for their executive meeting in our Association office, CS and other 

Circle office bearers attended almost all the branch meeting whenever called for but more 

meetings are to be organised by the branches for more organisational development in 

presence of CS & other Circle Office bearers, Howrah, T/BZ branch particularly should 

take initiative in this regard in future. 

 

CWC Meetings and AIC 

 

All CWC meetings and office bearer meetings which were organised by CHQ 

within this period, CS, President & other CWC members attended the meeting and took 

part in the deliberations. A big team from CTD attended Mysore AIC from all disciplines 

of cadres where our CS Com. Prasun Kumar Mukhopadhyay was elected as Organising 

Secretary East/CHQ. 

 

Transfer Cases 

 

We are still in favour of the concept of Kolkata Pool and we are fighting for that. 

But after issuance of few orders maintaining Kolkata Pool concept from SEA section of 

BSNL CO office. 

Again some orders found not as per this concept which creates resentment among 

our Members. CHQ is requested to look into this matter so that Kolkata Pool Concept 

may be maintained for issue of any AO transfer order from Kolkata as a whole. Most of 

the reallotment / cancelation order of AO/DGM(F)/SDE were done  by the help of CHQ 

including few circle and branch office bearers.  Few forego cases were approved. Request 

Transfer cases to tenure stations were also issued. We are thankful to CHQ for this. 

 

 

 

 

 



United Forum 

 
The concept of UF has totally changed and we must condemn the role of 

AIGETOA after the election to break the UF and forming JF with SNEA. It is nothing 

but betrayal with the MOU, as signed with them in 2014. 

 

 

Forum of BSNL Unions & Associations 

 
We are very well within this forum but forum convenor should play a non partial 

role to maintain this unity. If they act partially preaching for one association then the 

motive of maintaining forum will be in question. 

 

 

BSNLMRS 

 
The condition of BSNLMRS in Kolkata TD is miserable. Only two important 

hospitals are incorporated in the latest empanelled list of credit treatment. Another 230 

renowned hospitals are empanelled in cash treatment and reimbursement under CGHS 

rate. Now we proposed to introduce a third category of list where the hospitals will 

provide treatment to regular & retired employees in cash payment basis under CGHS rate 

and reimbursement will be given subsequently. The case was already referred to GM 

(HR) & CGM but action has not yet shown by the management. 

 

CPCs:- 

 

Most of CPCs are stopped due to court cases, only DGM(E) and DGM(F) 

promotion order issued in the mean time. CPC from JAO to AO, AO to CAO, JTO to 

SDE & SDE to DE should be immediately convened  by set-asiding the court cases to 

minimize the agony of the executives for 15 to 20 years. 

 

PA/PS:- 
 

PPS post creation is an achievement of our association but this post is not yet 

created in Kolkata. It should be created immediately. CPC of PA to PS cadre in CTD is 

pending for a long time though last order was issued by the active persuasion of our 

association. Only six Stenographer Gr-III remained in Kolkata and as per court verdict, 

there is a fair chance to regularize them in PA Cadre. The case was already taken by us in 

GM(HR)/CGM label but not yet finalized. The next committee must complete this work 

as early as possible. 

 

 

 



Fund Transfer 

 
Though TESA & AFSOA Fund of WB State Br had been dissolved but still one 

AFSOA 3rd AIC Fund and one AFSOA Welfare fund are lying pending, I request our 

Accounts Comrades to materialize this fund transfer in collaboration with WB Circle. 

New committee will take appropriate action in this regard. 

 

Legal fund 

 
As we already deposited Rs 1 Lakh to CHQ legal fund we are not able to deposit 

any more money in this moment. 

 

AD(O/L) Restructuring case 

 

After submission of the report of Harsabardhan Committee, the restructuring of 

AD(O/L) was approved by BSNL Management Committee & sent to DOT. But the said 

order was not yet issued for a small group of our oppressed members. CHQ is requested 

to materialize it with topmost priority. 

 

E1+5 increment for JAO 2013 Batch 

 

It is another point of agony because this issue was already approved by BSNL MC 

but waiting for the Board’s approval. As per last information of Dir(HR), this case will be 

solved just after approval of BSNL HR Plan which is now in a final stage. 

 

Conversion of 50% MT quota of CAO Vacancy (As in case of DE) 

 
This is also a long pending demand. As per last information it is also approved by 

BSNL MC but pending for Board’s Approval. It is also expected just after approval of 

BSNL HR Plan.  

 

Introduction of officiating promotion instead of L/A 

 

Once the officiating promotion was withdrawn the system of L/A was introduced. 

This is nothing but the deprival of the executives. This conference demands to 

reintroduce officiating promotion instead of L/A whenever required. 

 

On Line examination of EPP 

 
We always demand that there should be no examination on EPP because there is 

no system of examination for ITS or in NEPP. In this context we must incorporate the 

name of Sri K. D. Bhagat, PS who has disqualified 3 times in the EPP Examination. As a 

result his increment in the higher scale has been stopped. It is a mere deprival to an 



executive of ST community. The case was already forwarded to CHQ. It should be solved 

immediately. 

 

Increase of DGM(F) post in Kolkata TD 

 

We already requested Dir (Hr & Finance) & CMD to increase the DGM (Finance) 

posts in CTD. Matter was discussed with CGM and the file was sent for approval in the 

BSNL CO. 

 

Offg. JTOs 

 

Regularization of officiating JTOs and allowing them FR 22(1)(a)(1)is one of the 

success our Association. All the offg. JTOs are now regularized in Kolkata but for 

fixation of pay, there are scattered problem in South area and Planning area. It should be 

looked into. 

 

 

Request of Local transfer cases 

 

Few cases in Engg. and A/C Wings were solved, orders issued but now-a-days we 

are facing very much problem from GM(HR) office & GM(F) office for implementing 

the request transfer cases. 

Case of Ratan Sinha AGM, Archan Aditya DGM, Ajit Basak DE, Pradip Roy 

SDE, Bhakti Bhattacharya AO, are Still pending. 

 

Job Contract Problem 

 
Due to our active persuasion for the last 1&1/2 year, fund was received in time 

and salary bill of vendors were given timely but after the implementation of RLC order 

the unit pay was increased and now again the fund is being delayed causing agitation, 

gherao etc., ultimately hampering our revenues which should be resolved by the CTD 

management immediately. Problems due to new tender should be looked into. 

 

Pending Civil & Electrical work 

 

Most of the exchange buildings including Terretti-Bazar are in very bad condition, 

Service quarters, particularly at Circus Exchange are enquired but not repaired in time. 

Accidents may occur at any time. Cases were already referred to GM(HR),CE (Civil). 

Electrical Section changed few AC Machines within this time but the lift of CRN Exch 

has not yet repaired. 

 

 

 



AIRBSNLEWA 

 
This is our retired Association and we always propagate among our members for 

joining this association after retirement. They also maintain good collaboration with us. 

 

THREE MAIN DEMANDS FOR WHICH WE ARE STRUGGLING 

NOW. 
 

(a) Implementation of 3rd PRC report in BSNL with 15% fitment benefit. 

 

After issue of the order by DPE and the last discussion between CMD & our 

association listening the Video conferencing lecture in CWC Trivandrum we kept our 

faith on CMD BSNL and hence not moved for any struggle as call given by other 

Associations. The moto of our friendly Association is not to get the achievement but to 

divide our unity with AIGETOA in which they were successful. We met with Dir/HR, 

CMD & MOC (I/C) in Kolkata and submitted our memorandum, regarding this issue. 

Our GS categorically expressed that if there is no positive outcome in this regard the 

united decisive struggle with all unions and Associations to be called for. Comrades, that 

time is not far away, prepare yourself for this decisive struggle because already our ITS 

officers has got their pay revision as per 7th CPC. So either give us 3rd PRC with 15% 

benefit or allow us to give option for returning to DOT. Within this time notice was 

served by our association for organizational Programme for only one demand. 

 

“IMPLEMENTATION OF 3RD PRC RECOMMENDATION WITH 15% 

FITMENT BENEFIT IN BSNL”. 
 

(a) Memorandum to be submitted to the Honb’le MPs (LS/RS) by all the Circle / District 

     Secretaries immediately. 

 

(b) Holding demonstration of 04.10.17 During Lunch hour. At BSNL CO and Circle / 

     SSA lable and submission of memorandum to Hon’ble Governor. 

 

(c) Candle Light March at 1800 hrs, from BSNL Co. office to Jantar Mantar 

 

(b) E2-E3 Pay Scale for JTO/JAO & SDE/AO 

 

We have organized prolonged struggle with AIGETOA in this issue and in the last 

May 

2016, it was decided in the meeting with CMD that none will stay 10 years in a single 

scale and as per EPP all should get their promotion just after 5 years each. Accordingly 

BSNL MC approved this change of pay scale from EIA to E2 , E2A to E3 and E3 to E4, 

E4- E5 and so on and sent a letter to DOT on 7/6/16 with this proposal. Now by the 



pressure of other association they want to change it. We must not allow the management 

to change their previous position. 

 

(c) CPSU Cadre Hierarchy 

 

All promotion avenue are in stalemate condition. one person in JTO / SDE Cadre 

is continuing for 18-20 years in the same cadre. Only solution of this problem is CPSU 

Cadre Hierarchy as per Khan Committee report. 

We want non post based promotion upto AGM/CAO level and their after post based may 

be considered from DGM level. But our friendly association differ from us and pressurize 

management to approve cadre Hierarchy by allowing post based promotion from DE/ 

CAO label. We must fight this for the interest of executives. 

 

(d) 30% Superannuation Benefit. 

 

This is another point where our association struggled for the last few years with 

AIGETOA but when 3 to 5 % additional benefit was approved by BSNL MC, our learned 

friends described it as the victory of the new so called Joint Forum. But still we will 

continue our fight for the benefit of our DR friends. 

 

Viability of BSNL 

 

BSNL is trying for its revival but CTD has now become one of the most worst 

circle With in the country. The revenue earning is declining regularly though as per last 

year the loss reduced by 77 crores. Being a responsible Association we cannot avoid our 

role to fight back in the right way. 

 

The main constraint of losing the customer base is our service, We can not provide 

standard service for the following reasons in CTD. 

 

i) Formation of proper contact labour policy-otherwise we are loosing our working hours 

manpowers and mandays due to agitation, gherao and cessation of work. It is the fact that 

total maintenance and repair fund alloted to CTD is utilized for the contract labour bill. 

Hence the actual maintenance is being hampered. 

 

ii) Our internal equipment (exch) is changing regularly with the development of 

technology, E10B, OCB to EWSD then to NGN but our UG and external network which 

was laid about 25 years back remain unchanged. The condition of the UG Cables, 

Cabinets, Pillars/DPs are miserable and totally not matching with the new technology. 

Still there are huge paper core cable in our UG Net work. OFC Cables are also very old 

and not supporting with GPON Service. 

 



iii) Unplanned expenditure like IPTV, installation of DLC exchs/WLL CDMA 

Equipments and service and then withdrawal of it, causes huge loss of money. 

 

iv)  Standardization of BTS rent policy should be done and maintenance of BTS is to be 

improved more. 
 

v) FRC of Rs, 6/- and 7/- (low value) was withdrawn now one sim in CTD is sold at least 

for Rs. 59/- ( Rs. 10 + 49) which has a bad impact in the marketing of CTD. CTD has 

been praised by Co-office for achieving more than the target but failed to achieve target 

in the last month. 

 

vi) One window concept is to be introduced in all CSCs with proper staff strength. 

vii) Extl /Marketing/Mobile and Transmission wings to be strengthened. 

viii) NCN circle is issuing LL tariff orders without consulting the CFA wing of BSNL          

CO. e.g. MMUC, LFMT ect. As a result the tariffs are not implemented by 

ITPC/CDR DATA Center. It should be looked into by the CFA wings. 

 

GENERAL DEMANDS 
1)  Introduction of economic & customer friendly tariff. 

2)  Introduction of ADC for BSNL network. 

3)  Payment from USO fund in logical ratio for maintenance in village area. 

4)  Refund of Spectrum charges. 

5)  No MT recruitment in BSNL. 

6) Use of BSNL phones should be made mandatory for all Central, State and PSU     

Offices. 

7) Proper support should be extended to BSNL from Govt. for its survival. Proper 

rearrangement of executive & staff within the circle to eliminate corruption. 

8) TAC may be continued if necessary but the expenditure should be borne by the Govt. 

9) All assets of BSNL should be handed over to BSNL Board and DOT/TERM cell 

should pay accordingly for the use of BSNL assets. 

10) BSNL Board should be allowed to act autonomously like the other PSUs, getting 

freedom from DOT/CVC/CVO. 

11) Subsidiary Tower Company should not be introduced. 

12) Amendment of FR 56(J) is an anti worker policy. It should be withdrawn 

immediately. 



 

Customer care: The need of the hour. 
It is our failure that after passing so many years as PSU we have not educated ourselves 

in the corporate culture of dealing of our customers. Still we are avoiding responsibilities 

and harassing our customers. We will have to justify that we are taking salary from 

BSNL and doing our own duty to satisfy our customers. We must not feel unhappy if a 

customer calls in our mobile phone instead we should encourage such calls during office 

hours. 

This gives us a scope of building direct relationship with the customers. We are happy 

that for the last few months our friends started to give service on second Saturday, 

Sunday and even in holiday also for the interest of our esteemed customers. 

 

Conclusion 

 

While concluding the report I must point out that our association is a multi cadre 

association. 

We will have to deal with so many problems of so many cadres (Eng/Accounts/PA/ PS/ 

ADOL/Civil/Elec etc.) 

All the members particularly the office bearers should understand & feel the multifarious 

problems of other cadres. The idiology of our Association is to protect the interest of all 

members irrespective of cadres through Branch, Circle and CHQ. We should not express 

any cadre oriented sectarian attitude which may hurt our other members. 

 

With the good wishes, love and faith of our beloved members the three consecutive terms 

of my circle secretaryship has been completed its full tenure and I extend gratitude for 

your support for day to day activities for the last six years. 

I conclude this report with the expectation that new Comrades will come forward and 

shoulder the responsibility of our beloved Association and at the same time make our 

great organization BSNL in profitable again. 

I extend my gratitude to all Sr. Officers, Sub-committee Members, Press, Dignitories, 

Moulali Yuba Kendra and all General Members for their support and faith to make this 

Conference successful. 

 

AIBSNLEA ZINDABAD 

BSNL ZINDABAD 

Comradely yours 

 

On behalf of Circle Executive Committee 

 

(PRASUN KUMAR MUKHOPADHYAY) 

Circle Secretary                  


